
Easy-to-Customize

Convenient Tool Bag (option)

Standardized intervals between base plate setting screws enable to 

use various Base plates for a wide range of applications.

Square-shaped tool bag with 

standardized size of inner tray enables to 

put various items into the bag such as 

Guide rail adapter set, Router bit set, 

Motor unit, Base assemblies, etc.

Trimmer
RT0700C  6mm (1/4”), 8mm (3/8”)

Continuous rating Input
Capacity

No load speed (rpm)
Dimensions (L x W x H)

Net Weight*
Power supply cord

710W

Collet : 6mm, 8mm or 1/4”, 3/8"

10,000-30,000

89x89x200mm (3-1/2"x3-1/2"x7-7/8")

1.8kg (3.9lbs)

2.5m (8.2ft)

Items of standard equipment and specifications may vary by country or area.
*weight according to EPTA-Procedure 01/2003
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4 Different Base Assemblies 

for Added Versatility

Trimmer base

Plunge base (Option)

Offset base (Option)

Tilt base (Option)

Standard Equipment : 

Trimmer Base Assembly, Straight Guide, Collet Cone (2pcs), Wrench (2pcs)

Double Insulation

Variable Speed

Constant Speed

Soft Start

Convenient for cutting workpiece 

using guide rule, auxiliary wood 

fence

Trimmer base assembly
with Square base plate

Offset base plate with
Grip of Plunge base assembly

Plunge base assembly
with Side grip

Convenient for cutting wide 

workpiece

Convenient for cutting while 

applying weight on one of the two 

handles of the base

Grip 

Part No. 153489-2
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Makita RT0700C

Competitor "B"
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Performance Comparison

Note: 

1) The test results depend to a great extent on the hardness of materials, etc.

2) The numbers in the bar chart below is relative values when the capacities of Competitor B is 

indexed at 100.

Cut a 1,000mm long groove in Taun at a depth of 6mm using 6mm straight bit.

Motor unit with Trimmer base assembly

Work Speed

Dust Collecting

Satisfy Professional's Needs

Trimmer
RT0700C
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with Trimmer base with Tilt base (option)

with Plunge base (option) with Offset base (option)

Available in various combinations for 
added versatility

Precision cutting depth 

adjustment

Precision cutting depth 

adjustment

Enlarged opening section of 

base assembly for excellent bit 

visibility while maintaining 

durability.

Enlarged opening section of 

base assembly for excellent bit 

visibility.

Optional Fine adjusting straight 

guide can be used.

3 stage cut depth adjustment

Easy-to-operate lock lever

Rubberized soft grip

Ergonomically contoured knob 

style handles 

Ergonomic body grip 

easy-to-grasp with one hand

Simple and efficient 

base lock system

High durability and accuracy 

obtained by using aluminum 

for trimmer base

High durability and 

accuracy obtained by using 

aluminum for plunge base

Non-slip elastomer-covered 

body grip for increased 

operator comfort.

Round base assembly for smooth and 

fast cutting with easy handling

Precision cutting depth adjustment

Plunge capacity: 0 - 35mm (0 - 1-3/8")

Tilting capacity: -30˚ to 45˚

Able to trim close to wall and tight corners 

with a bit set in offset position.

18mm18mm18mm

Ergonomic body grip easy-to-grasp with one hand

Shaft lock, Flat-top design and Horizontally installed power 

supply cord provides stability for easier bit change.

High durability and accuracy 

obtained by using aluminum for 

body housing

Accepts 6mm & 8mm collets,

1/4" & 3/8" collets.

Variable speed 

control by dial

Motor unit

High Power

710W
RT0700C is a high power, 

durable and accurate Trimmer.

Simple and efficient 

base lock system

High durability and 

accuracy obtained by using 

aluminum for base holder

Replaceable, 

non-marring plastic 

base protector for protection 

of base plate and smooth sliding on work surface

Non-slip elastomer-covered 

body grip for increased 

operator comfort.

Simple and efficient 

base lock system

Non-slip elastomer-covered 

body grip for increased 

operator comfort.

Replaceable, 

non-marring plastic 

base plate for protection of 

offset base and smooth sliding on work surface

High durability and 

accuracy obtained by 

using aluminum for 

offset base

Replaceable, non-marring 

plastic base plate for protection of 

plunge base and smooth sliding on work surface

Replaceable, non-marring 

plastic base plate for protection 

of trimmer base and smooth sliding on work surface


